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Quantitative data from experiments of gene expression are often normalized through levels of 
housekeeping genes transcription by assuming that expression of these genes is highly uniform. This 
practice is being questioned as it becomes increasingly clear that the level of housekeeping genes 
expression may vary considerably in certain biological samples. To date. the validation of reference genes 
in aging has received little attention and suitable reference genes have not yet been defined. Our aim was 
to evaluate the expression stability of frequently used reference genes in human peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells with respect to aging. Using quantitative RT -PCR. we carried out an extensive 
evaluation of five housekeeping genes. i.e. 185 rRNA. ACTB. CAPDH. HPRTJ and CUSS. for stability of 
expression in samples from donors in the age range 35-74 years. 

Real-time PCR normalization 
PBMC 

The consistency in the expression stability was quantified on the basis of the coefficient of variation 
and two algorithms termed geNorm and NormFinder. Our results indicated CUSB be the most suitable 
transcript and 185 the least for accurate normalization in PBMCs. We also demonstrated that aging is a 
confounding factor with respect to stability of 185. HPRTJ and ACTB expression. which were particularly 
prone to variability in aged donors. 

1. Introduction 

Quantitative PCR is the most powerful tool used to monitor 
changes in gene expression which. although sometimes very small. 
have relevance for the understanding of biological and molecular 
mechanisms. However the identification of reference genes. whose 
level of expression should not valY during cell growth. differenti
ation and transformation or in response to experimental treatment 
is becoming increasingly important. In recent years a number of 
studies have been focused on this problem (de Jonge et al.. 2007; 
Dheda et aI., 2004; Goidin et al.. 2001; Huggett et aI., 2005; Pfaffl 
and Hageleit. 2001; Ross et al.. 2000; Vandesompele et al.. 2002). 

Aging is a physiological process associated with transcriptional 
deregulation of some genes and this is often correlated to changes 
of the DNA methylation pattern. DNA methylation has to be 
considered among the various factors that contribute to aging 
(Fraga. 2009; Fraga et al.. 2007; Gronback et aI., 2007). Studies 
carried out in homozygotic twins (HZ) showed that their genomes 
are epigenetically different (Fraga et aI., 2005). In particular. while 
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young pairs were epigenetically similar. the old ones were clearly 
dissimilar. In addition HZ twins. who had spent a long period of 
their lives apart. showed differences in phenotype that were often 
associated with differences in their medical histories (Calvanese 
et al.. 2009; Feinberg. 2007; Fraga et al.. 2007). All this 
demonstrates that gene expression is age-dependent. and. as 
concerns the expression of housekeeping genes. aging is compara
ble to a premalignant situation in which methylation spreads 
towards the promoter (Gronbaek et al.. 2007). When the cytosines 
located within the promoters become methylated. transcription is 
blocked. i.e. the genes affected are down regulated. In addition. diet 
and/or lifestyle can affect the maintenance of methylation pattern 
in aging (Burdge et al.. 2007; Campisi et aI., 2001; Delage and 
Dashwood, 2008; Feil. 2006; Finkel and Holbrook, 2000; Ghoshal 
et al.. 2006; Grube and Burkle, 1992; Grummt and Ladurner. 2008; 
Herceg. 2007; Jaenisch and Bird. 2003; Liu et al.. 2007; Migliore 
and Coppede, 2008; Petronis et al.. 2003; Sutherland and Costa. 
2003; Waterland. 2009). 

Thus. to perform research on the aging process, the identifica
tion of control genes in humans is necessary as data available 
concern the mouse only (Bahar et aI., 2006; Boda et aI., 2009; Sieber 
et al.. 2008; Somel et aI., 2006; Tanic et al.. 2007; Touchberry et al. . 
2006). 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00476374
http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-opus-111544
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In this study we evaluated the commonly used housekeeping 
genes 185 rRNA. glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(GAPDH). and beta-actin as well as hypoxanthine guanine phos
phoribosyl transferase 1 (HPRTl) and beta-glucuronidase (GUSH). as 
potential control genes for the influence of aging in peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PBMes) obtained from human individuals from 
35 to 75 years of age. Our aim was to select. among the above 
transcripts. mRNAs suitable for normalization of quantitative RT
peR data. Expression changes within the samples and between 
differentially aged groups of the samples were investigated to select 
the most stable reference gene showing the least variation of 
expression. 

The five housekeeping genes transcripts chosen were selected 
as they have different physiological roles - ribosome component 
(18s rRNA). carbohydrates metabolism (GAPDH). cytoskeleton 
(ACTH). metabolism of nucleotides (HPRTl) and catabolism of 
complex carbohydrates (GUSH) - thus the risk of the aging process 
affecting all of the genes tested is minimized. In addition each gene 
evaluated in our study has been proposed as a suitable control gene 
in at least one biological condition (Bas et al.. 2004; Silver et al.. 
2008; Valente et al.. 2009). In particular the suitability of GAPDH. 
ACTH and GUSH for accurate normalization of gene expression with 
respect to aging has been demonstrated in the mouse white blood 
cells (Sieber et aI., 2008). 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Blood donors 

We analyzed venous blood samples obtained from apparently healthy volunteers 
representing 8 age groups (35-39, 40-44,45-49, 50-54, 55-59. 60-64, 65-69, 70-74 
years), with each group composed of five individuals (40-60% males). Ethical 
clearance had been obtained by the University of Konstanz Ethics Committee. 

2.2. Samples collection 

The blood samples from participants were drawn into a plastic syringe containing 
sodium citrate. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were obtained by 
gradient centrifugation through "Lymphoprep" separating solution (Axis-Shield). 
Aliquots of cells (abollt 3 x 106 cells/mL) were frozen in RPMI medium containing 40% 
FCS, 20% dimethyl sulfoxide and stored in liquid nitrogen until required. Before use, 
cells were gradually thawed by incubation at 37 'C followed by dropwise addition of 
RPM! containing 10% FCS to a final dilution of 1 :20. 

2.3. RNA extraction and cDNA syntiJesis 

Isolation of total RNA (from 3 x 106 cells) was performed using RNeasy Mini Kit 
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's instructions and subjected to DNase I 
digestion using RNase-free DNase (Qiagen). RNA concentration and purity were 
evaluated by measuring absorbance at 230, 260 and 280 nm, respectively. 
Quantifications were repeated three times for each sample. Integrity of the RNA 
was verified by gel electrophoresis of ~ 1 f.Lg RNA on a 1 % agarose-TAE gel 
containing ethidium bromide. In intact samples, we were able to detect both 28S 
and 185 ribosomal RNA bands with a density ratio of ~2:1. No further analysis was 
performed on any sample with the 260/280 and the 260/230 ratios below 1.8 or 
apparently degraded RNA. Samples were stored at -80 .'c. 

Reverse transcription was carried out using Superscript III One-Step RT-PCR 
System (Invitrogen) on equal amounts of total RNA (0.5 f.Lg). Negative controls were 
performed in parallel by omitting RNA or enzyme. 

2.4. Real-time qualltitative RT-PCR-RT-qPCR 

We analyzed the expression of CAPDH, HPRTJ, 185 rRNA, CUSB and ACTB by 
quantitative PCR using Taqman Gene Expression Assays (Applied Biosystems) 
following the manufacturer's protocol on iCycler!Qdetection system (Bio-Rad). The 
peR reaction efficiency for each gene assay was tested using 2-fold serial dilutions 
(from 50 to 3.125 ng) of cDNAs randomly chosen among the samples. Each set of 
primers and probe showed an efficiency of 90-100%. All calibration curves 
exhibited correlation coefficients higher than 0.99. Assays were performed in 
duplicate with cDNA equivalent to lOng of reverse transcribed RNA. 

The absence of genomic DNA contamination was confirmed by PCRamplification 
of RNA samples in the absence of cDNA synthesis. The threshold cycles (CTs) were 
determined and converted to expression values (R) by the following equation: 

R = E~'cr 

where E was the efficiency of each sets of primers/probe. 

Taqman Gene Expression Assays IDs for each set of primers and probe were as 
follows: Hs99999905m 1 (CAPDH) and Hs99999905ml (HPRT1). GUSB. ACTB and 185 
rRNA endogenous controls were from Applied Biosystems. 

2.5. Data analysis 

The expression of transcripts, where the highest relative quantity for each gene 
was set to 1, was analyzed by investigating standard statistical parameters using 
Microsoft Excel software. The significance of the difference in the mean level for 
each transcript between the age groups of samples was determined by means of 
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by the Dunnett's post hoc analysis 
(where a p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant). 

In order to determine the most stable housekeeping genes among the set of 
tested genes, a comparison in the variation of gene expression was performed by 
means of coefficients of variation (CV), calculated as standard deviation/mean, and 
two Add-in for Microsoft Excel: geNonn (Vandesompele et aI., 2002) and 
NonnFinder (Andersen et aI., 2004). GeNorm uses an algorithm to calculate M
value, a gene expression stability measure, defined as the mean pairwise variation 
for a given gene compared to the remaining tested genes. Hence, a lower value of M 
indicates higher stability of the reference gene. We considered 0.5 as a cut -off for M
value; genes with a M-value above this value are considered unreliable for 
normalization. The programme also establishes a rank order of gene stability via 
stepwise exclusion of the least stable gene, which allows identifying the remaining 
couple of genes having the lowest M-value. To determine how many reference 
genes should be used for accurate normalization, geNofln also performs a stepwise 
calculation between sequential normalization factors (NF). It starts to calculate the 
pairwise variation V'/3 between the NF2 (including the two most stable reference 
genes) and the normalization factor NF3 (including the three most stable reference 
genes). Then, it performs a stepwise calculation of the Vn/n+1 between the NFn and 
the NF,,+,. A variation of the V,,/n+l above 0.15 indicates that the inclusion of an 
additional reference gene is required. 

NormFinder, whose strategy is rooted in a mathematical model of gene 
expression, provides a ranldng of the tested genes based on a direct measure of both 
the overall variation of expression of candidate reference genes in the samples 
group and the variation between samples subgroups. The combined measure of 
intra- and intergroup-variation is given as a stability value which is an estimation of 
the variation in expression of candidate reference genes. Low stability values define 
genes showing high stability of expression. In our settings the intragroup variation 
is calculated across all samples whether the intergroup is calculated between the 8 
age groups of samples. 

3. Results 

3.1. Levels of candidate reference genes mRNA 

The distribution of the expression levels - obtained from eT 
values using the Pfaffl method (Pfaffl, 2001) - is given in Fig. 1. 185 
rRNA showed the most abundant level of expression reaching 
about 200,000-fold difference in comparison to the least expressed 
genes HPRTl and GUSH. 

With the exception of 185, which showed a significant down
regulation in the last age group (70-74). all other candidate genes 
did not show any significant difference in the mean expression 
across the different age groups. 
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Fig. 1. levels of candidate reference genes expression. Histogram shows mean 
levels of candidate genes expression starting from equal amounts of RNA obtained 
in 8 age-stratified 5 subjects groups. Values are given as mean ± SD. The mean 
expression level across all samples was arbitrarily set as 1.0. Numbers indicate the 
average threshold cycle ± SD measured across all samples. 



3.2. Expression stability of putative reference genes 

A commonly accepted feature defining a candidate housekeep
ing gene is the stability of its expression, i.e. a small CV, a maximum 
fold change < 2 (MFC, the ratio of the maximum and minimum 
values observed within the dataset) and a mean expression level 
lower than the maximum expression level subtracted of two 
standard deviation (SD). 

The levels of the five-candidate genes expression in a set of 40 
PBMCs samples from donors in the age range of35-74 years were 
used. Table 1 shows the ranking of the tested housekeeping genes 
in order of increasing CV. A lower CV value (defined as the ratio of 
the standard deviation to the average expression) corresponds to a 
higher intergroup stability. GUSB and GAPDH showed a consider
ably higher stability with respect to 185, ACTB and HPRT1. In 
particular GUSB ranked in the first position regarding expression 
stability. All genes had a MFC below 2, in contrast the mean 
expression was slightly higher than the maximum expression level 
minus 2 standard deviations in all cases. 

The expression stability of the selected housekeeping genes was 
further addressed using the geNorm and the NormFinder soft
wares. GeNorm estimates the stability value M using a pairwise 
comparison approach ranking putative housekeeping genes 
according to the similarity of expression profiles across the sample 
set. The M-value was calculated for each gene over all 40 samples 
(total age range analysis) to find the most stable gene (lower M
value). All the investigated genes exhibited high expression 
stability with M-values below the algorithm defined cut-off value 
of 0.5 (Alien et aI., 2008; Silver et aI., 2008; Vandesompele et aI., 
2002). The tested transcripts are ranked according to their stability 
in Table 2. The average M-values calculated by stepwise exclusion 
of the least stable gene indicated that GUSB and GAPDH are the 
most stable reference genes, with combined M-value equal to 0.21 
(Fig. 2). 

The optimal number of reference genes which should be used 
for accurate normalization was determined by calculating the 
normalization factor (NF). This is calculated by geNorm from two 
or more genes with the variable Vas pairwise variation (V"/VIl+l) 
between two sequential normalization factors (NFIl and NF I1+1). The 
use of more than the two most stable reference genes identified 
(GAPDH and GUSB) is not required as suggested by the V-value 

Table 1 
Ranking of candidate reference genes in order of increasing coefficient of variation 
(CV). 

Gene name Mean CV MFC Max-2S0 

GUSB 0.68 5.99 1.16 0.65 
GAPDH 0.61 8.23 1.26 0.60 
18s 0.76 10.89 1.46 0.66 
ACTB 0.57 11.44 1.43 0.50 
HPRTI 0.61 13.54 1.46 0.55 

CV equals the standard deviation (SO) divided by the mean (expressed as 
percentage). MCF. the maximum fold change; Max-2S0. maximum expression level 
subtracted of 250. 

Table 2 
Expression stability measure (M) calculated by 
geNorm for each candidate reference gene over all 
40 samples. 

Gene name M-Value 

GUSB 0.310 
GAPDH 0.330 
HPRTI 0.347 
ACfB 0.375 
18s 0.476 

Lower M-value indicates higher expression stability. 
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Fig. 2. Selection of the best pair of candidate reference genes for accurate 
normalization by geNorm. The average expression stability M of candidate 
reference genes during stepwise exclusion of the least stable gene is shown. The 
X-axis indicates genes ranked according to their expression stability measure. The 
Y-axis indicates the average M-value of the remaining genes after having excluded 
the indicated gene (i.e. the least stable). 
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Fig. 3. Optimal number of reference genes for accurate normalization as determined 
by geNorm. Pairwise variation between two sequential normalization factors (NF" 
and NF".tl to determine the optimal number of reference genes for reliable 
normalization. 

below the cut-off 0.15 which has been indicated by authors as the 
limit beneath which it would not be necessary to include 
additional reference genes (Vandesompele et al.. 2002) (Fig. 3). 

As co-regulation of housekeeping genes could influence the 
efficiency of geNorm analysis, the alternative software NormFinder 
was used in parallel. The results of NormFinder, which ranks 
housekeeping genes according to the least estimated intra- and 
intergroup gene expression variation (lower stability value), 
confirmed exactly geNorm analysis both in the ranking order of 
housekeeping genes and in the best combination of genes to use for 
accurate normalization (Table 3). 

Gender could be an additional factor affecting gene expression 
stability. In particular it is known that the expression levels of 
some commonly used housekeeping genes is differentially 

Table 3 
Expression stability value calculated by NormFinder for 
each candidate reference gene over all 40 samples. 

Gene name 

GAPDH+GUSB 
GUSB 
GAPDH 
HPRTl 
ACTB 
185 

Stability value 

0.031 
0.035 
0.043 
0.053 
0.054 
0.083 

A lower value indicates higher expression stability. 
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regulated in gender-specific manner (Verma and 5hapiro, 2006). 
Although each age subgroup previously analyzed was composed of 
the two genders represented homogeneously (2 men and 3 
women, with the exception of the 45-49 and 65-69 age groups 
which were composed of 3 men and 2 women), we decided to 
assess whether the composition of our population of samples could 
affect the selection of an age-indifferent control gene. To this aim 
the analysis of transcript stability already performed for the 
gender-mixed group of samples was compared to the analysis with 
the samples regrouped for gender. As shown in supplementalY 
Tables 1 and 2, geNorm and NormFinder analyses gave the same 
ranking order either when male and female groups are compared 
or when both groups are compared with the gender-mixed group 
of samples (Tables 2 and 3). However we noted that the absolute 
values for the stability parameters were higher for females than for 
males. This finding indicated that the contribution of males and 
females to the stability of tested genes expression was quantita
tively different. Nevertheless, no significant gene-specific alter
ation of the expression stability was detectable. 50 the mixed 
composition of our population of samples did not affect the 
comparison of the tested genes in terms of stability of gene 
expression. 

With the aim to assess further gene expression stability with 
respect to age both geNorm and NormFinder analyses were carried 
out on the samples regrouped into six overlapping age subgroups 
each containing 15 samples. As shown in Fig. 4, gene expression 
stability of candidate reference genes, with the exception of CUSB, 
was not homogeneous across the samples of the different age 
subgroups. In particular geNorm M-value for 18s,AcrB and HPRTl 
revealed a gradual loss of expression stability with increasing age. 
Gene expression stability for 18s was particularly affected in the 
last group of samples with age spanning from 60 to 74 years where 
the M-value overcame the limit of 0.5 for accurate normalization 
(Fig. 4A). This age-related gain of gene expression variation was 
also detected by NormFinder for AcrB and 185 (Fig. 4B). In contrast 
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Fig. 4. Expression stability of candidate reference genes across groups of samples of 
different age. GeNorm stability measure M CA) and NormFinder stability value (8) 
calculated over the samples regrouped into 6 overlapping age subgroups each 
composed by 15 samples. Dashed line in CA) indicates the cut-off for M-value. 

NormFinder detected an opposite behavior of CAPDH whose 
stability value decreased with increasing age revealing a gain of 
gene expression stability with the aging process. Both approaches 
indicated CUSB as the housel<eeping gene having the most 
homogeneous expression stability across the different age groups. 

3.3. Validation of putative reference genes 

To validate the stability-based ranking of the putative control 
genes under investigation, we monitored the significance of the 
difference in the mean expression of a target gene between the age 
subgroups upon normalization with different control genes. To this 
purpose, the levels of 18s gene expression were determined using 
CUSB, CAPDH, HPRTl and AcrB as control genes. As was shown in 
Fig. 1, a significant down-regulation of 185 transcript expression 
was detectable in the last age group (70-74) when raw data of 
expression across age subgroups were compared. By the use of the 
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) we compared the degree of 
dispersion of 185 normalized expression within the age groups 
with respect to the total amount of dispersion in the samples. As 
shown in Fig. 5, the capability of the control genes in making the 
difference in the mean expression across age groups of 18s 
transcript significant was strikingly different. This was evidenced 
by the observation that the F-values increased in accordance to the 
stability measured previously for each control gene (see Tables 2 
and 3). When normalizing to the least stable housekeeping genes 
(AcrB, HPTRl and CAPDH) no significant difference between age 
groups was revealed (F < Fcrit; Fcrit = 2.42 at p < 0.05). In contrast, 
when using the most stable CUSB as a reference gene, a statistically 
significant difference between the age groups could be observed 
(F> Fcrit). Furthermore, by comparing CUSB-normalized 18s 
expression measured in each age group against the first group 
(35-39) by the Dunnett's post hoc analysis, we found a significant 
decrement of 18s expression in the last age group (70-74) 
(p < 0.05). 

To provide further evidence about the stability of selected 
reference genes in an independent dataset, we next tested the 
freely accessible Gene Aging Nexus (GAN) database containing 
results from microarray experiments addressed to reveal aging
related gene expression patterns (Pan et aI., 2007). From the GAN 
database we collected data of an extensive microarray gene 
expression profiling of human brain at various ages. This array 
analysis was performed on the postmortem frontal cortex of 18 
normal males and 12 normal females at 26-106 years of age (see 
supplementary data for more information). As shown in supple
mentary Table 3, none of the transcripts tested - i.e. CUSB, CAPDH, 
HPRTl and AcrB (N.B. 185 rRNA was not available in the arrays)
was found to be modulated by the aging process. Furthermore the 
analysis of expression stability - by the calculation of the CV - of 
CUSB, CAPDH, HPRTl and AcrB confirmed the results obtained from 
our dataset using geNorm and NormFinder. In particular the 
ranking of the tested genes in order of decreasing CV was exactly 
superimposable to the stability ranking that was obtained from our 
set of PBMCs samples. CUSB appeared to be the least variable 
transcript followed by CAPDH, HPRTl and AcrB. In addition the CV 
of the putative reference genes appeared to be significantly lower 
than the CV of some differentially expressed genes (for example 
ABCCl or APBA1, supplementalY Table 3). 

To gain evidence of the suitability of the tested genes for 
accurate normalization we normalized the expression of ABCCl 
transcript, whose level was found to be up-regulated in the elderly 
individuals, to CUSB and AcrB, respectively, the least and the most 
variable housekeeping gene being tested. As shown in supplemen
tary figure, when the reference gene was CUSB a significant 
difference in the ABCCl transcript mean level was revealed 
between sample groups of increasing age (F > Fcrit; Fcrit = 3.34 at 
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Fig. S. Expression levels of 185 rRNA across groups of samples of different age upon different normalization approaches. Mean levels of expression of 185 rRNA relative to ACfB 
(A). HPRTJ (B). GAPDH (C) and GUSB (D) levels in 8 age-stratified groups each composed of5 individuals. Values are given as mean ± SD. The mean expression level of the first 
group of samples was arbitrarily set as 1.0. (F, ANOVA F value; Fent = 2.42 at p < 0.05; *p < 0.05 against the first group of age after Dunnett's test), 

p < 0.05). In contrast when using the least stable AcrB transcript, 
the induction of ABCG1 in the aged groups of samples was not 
supported by statistical evidence due to an increased variation 
within samples groups (F < Fcrit). 

4. Discussion 

The analysis of gene expression profile has become pivotal to 
biomedical research as transcriptional regulation is an important 
mechanism mediating cellular responses to various stimuli. To 
date, real-time quantitative RT -PCR is the gold standard method by 
which a specific and highly sensitive determination of target gene 
expression could be achieved. Despite being a powerful, main
stream research tool, it is not a standardized technology. In 
particular, the reliability of quantitative PCR measurements is 
highly dependent on a careful experimental design aimed to obtain 
acceptable reproducibility and biological validity of mRNA 
quantifications (Bustin, 2000, 2002; Bustin and Nolan, 2004). 
One of the most important problems affecting the accuracy of 
quantitative expression data is the choice of an appropriate 
normalization strategy, Wonyingly, this is still a not widely 
appreciated or acknowledged step in gene quantification analysis 
and therefore requires targeted experimental investigation. There 
is no universally accepted strategy for normalization as there is no 
error-free procedure (Huggett et aI., 2005). The coamplification of 
a single "reference gene" as invariant endogenous control in the 
assay is the most widely adopted procedure of normalization. It 
corrects target gene expression data for non-biological sample-to
sample variations due to non-homogeneous qualities of starting 
RNA, RT-PCR efficiency, and errors in sample quantification 
(Huggett et aI., 2005; Pfaffl, 2001; Pfaffl and Hageleit, 2001; 
Dheda et aI., 2004). However, this procedure can be dramatically 
misleading when the reference gene is selected without taking into 

account its specific sample-to-sample biological variation of 
expression. The common practice of electing an housekeeping 
gene as reference based on the presumption of its invariaIDle 
expression has been clearly discredited by a number of papers (de 
Jonge et aI., 2007; Goidin et aI., 2001; Ross et aI., 2000; 
Vandesompele et aI., 2002). Increasing evidences show that the 
mRNA level of commonly used housekeeping genes is not constant 
among individuals, tissues or experimental conditions. Neverthe
less, the majority of reported research involving gene expression 
analysis adopts the risky, biased procedure of using a non
validated reference gene. Since it is to assume that a universal, 
absolute standard for normalization is probably unavailable, for 
the purpose of an unbiased comparison of mRNA transcription 
profiles, it is crucial to select the most suitable transcript to meet 
the criteria of invariant reference gene as closely as possible. 

Aging is characterized by drastic, tissue-specific functional 
alterations and changes of gene expression profiles. Variation in 
gene expression among individuals tends to increase with age and 
it has been clearly shown both in human and mouse that the aging 
process is a confounding factor with respect to expression stability 
of some housekeeping genes (Bahar et aI., 2006; Boda et aI., 2009; 
Sieberet aI., 2008; Somel et aI., 2006; Tanic et aI., 2007; Touchberry 
et al.,2006). 

To our knowledge, this is the first study that evaluates the 
suitability of potential reference genes for gene expression analysis 
in human aging. In this study, five pre-selected bona fide 
invariantly transcribed housekeeping genes, used in numerous 
previous studies as reference genes (Suzuki et aI., 2000), were 
tested in PBMCs from 40 individuals in order to investigate the 
impact of aging on their expression stability. There is no 
unambiguous procedure to estimate gene expression variation 
as there is no agreement of opinions on how to define invariant 
gene expression when comparing raw data of expression 
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(Andersen et aI., 2004). To gain an unbiased estimation of the 
stability of the selected candidate reference genes we adopted a 
multiple analytical approach. The pairwise comparison approach 
(geNorm) selects the most suitable reference gene on the basis of 
the variation of expression ratios between candidate reference 
genes expression across the sample set. It is based on the 
assumption that the ratio between two putative reference genes 
is constant across samples independently to RNA amount analyzed 
per sample. Therefore, the variation of this ratio for two candidate 
reference genes across samples (pairwise variation) is a measure of 
gene stability. However, geNorm algorithm analysis, being very 
robust against sampling errors, is based on the assumption that 
none of the genes analyzed in this study are co-regulated. Although 
the genes analyzed in this study are involved in diverse cellular 
functions, co-regulation between them cannot be ruled-out since 
the aging process has a broad effect on expression of multiple 
functional classes of genes. Hence, the stability of candidate 
reference genes was also analyzed by simply evaluating the 
dispersion of measured mRNA levels by calculating the CV and the 
"stability value" by NormFinder algorithm. These last approaches 
of general variation analysis could be sensitive to sampling errors 
and outliners but are less affected by the eventuality of co
regulation. All the strategies we used in parallel yielded data 
indicating CUSB, followed in the ranking by CAPDH, to be the gene 
showing the most invariant and age-indifferent gene expression 
among the candidates evaluated. Interestingly, this finding 
confirmed in humans PBMCs what has been shown in the mouse 
white blood cells where CUSB and CAPDH have been selected 
among some other common housekeeping genes as relatively 
stable control genes with respect to aging (Sieber et aI., 2008). 
Similarly CUSB and CAPDH seemed to be relatively stable against 
aging also in other tissues as it has been shown in the mouse and 
rat brain tissues (Boda et al., 2009; Tanic et al., 2007). 

Although CAPDH, HPRT1 and ACTB - with the exception of 185 
rRNA - showed an absolute gene expression stability which was 
predicted to be sufficient for accurate normalization, their stability 
was clearly influenced by the aging process. This last evidence 
suggests a further homogeneity criterion that has to be considered 
when choosing a reference gene for accurate normalization. The 
gradual loss of expression stability with increasing age here 
reported for ACTB, HPRT1 and 185 is reminiscent of the age
correlated heterogeneity of expression (ACHE) (Bahar et aI., 2006; 
Some I et aI., 2006). 

Another intriguing finding we are describing here is the down
regulation of 185 rRNA occurring in the last age group of individuals 
(70-74). Our data are in agreement with the findings ofBoda et al. 
(2009) showing a significantly lower level of 185 expression in the 
adult mouse hemibrain in comparison to the young one. Moreover 
an age-related dysfunction of rRNA synthesis has been addressed 
by a number of studies, many of which indicated that there is a 
selective loss of the rDNA (Gaubatz and Cutler, 1978; 10hnson and 
Strehler, 1972; Strehler and Chang, 1979; Strehler et aI., 1979) or 
hypermethylation (Swisshelm et aI., 1990) during the course of 
aging. 

In conclusion, results from this study indicate that putative 
housekeeping genes cannot be presumed to be stably expressed in 
the same tissue type with respect to the aging process and that 
their validation as reference genes is mandatory. The procedure for 
the selection of a reference gene here presented could serve as 
guideline for researchers aiming to perform accurate RT-PCR 
expression profiling, which opens up the possibility of studying the 
biological relevance of expression differences among differently 
aged individuals. Thus we provide evidence for CUSB to be the most 
suitable reference gene among the analyzed genes for expression 
studies based on RT-quantitative PCR in human PBMCs with age as 
variable. 
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